Chemotherapy may be delivered based on an integrated view of tumour dynamics.
The aim here was to explore the potential of pharmacokinetic (PK)/pharmacodynamic (PD) and physiopathological parameters in explaining the primary effects of an anti-cancer treatment that targets cells in a specific cell cycle phase. The authors applied a theoretical multi-scale disease model of tumour growth that integrates cancer processes at the cellular and tissue scales. The mathematical model at the cell level relies on a dynamic description of cell cycle regulation while the model at the tissue level is based on fluid mechanics considerations. Simulations show that the number of target cells oscillates as the tumour grows after a first cycle of chemotherapy. Both treatment effect and tumour growth processes drive these oscillations. Nonetheless, results indicate that parameters related to physiopathological processes may have greater relevance than classical drug-related parameters in determining the efficacy of a chemotherapy treatment protocol. Physiopathological parameters, in particular those related to cell cycle regulation, may be integrated in PK/PD models aimed at optimising the delivery of phase-specific cytotoxic treatments.